The ability to di↵erentiate complex sounds is essential for communication. Here, we propose using a machine-learning approach, called classification, to objectively evaluate auditory perception. In this study, we recorded frequency following responses (FFRs) from 13 normalhearing adult participants to six short music and speech stimuli sharing similar fundamental frequencies but varying in overall spectral and temporal characteristics. Each participant completed a perceptual identification test using the same stimuli. We used linear discriminant analysis to classify FFRs. Results showed statistically significant FFR classification accuracies using both the full response epoch in the time domain (72.3% accuracy, p < 0.001) as well as real and imaginary Fourier coe cients up to 1 kHz (74.6%, p < 0.001). We classified decomposed versions of the responses in order to examine which response features contributed to successful decoding. Classifier accuracies using Fourier magnitude and phase alone in the same frequency range were lower but still significant (58.2% and 41.3% respectively, p < 0.001).
, and mapping of participant identifiers from raw to preprocessed data files is documented 184
in Supplementary Table S1 . 185
FFR Classification

186
Classification is a machine-learning task which aims to assign correct categorical labels to observa-187 tions of data. In the current context, a classifier is trained by building a statistical model from FFRs
188
(observations) and their respective stimulus identifiers (labels confusion matrices contain classifier predictions aggregated across all cross-validation folds.
204
We performed FFR classifications and visualized the results using the publicly available Mat- (but likely improving their SNR). As classification of 500-sweep pseudo-trials was found to produce 228 higher accuracy than classification of 100-sweep trials, we performed all subsequent classifications 229 on 500-sweep representations of the data. 230 We next classified the data using a leave-one-participant-out (LOO) cross-validation scheme.
231
Here, we performed 13-fold cross validation, where in each fold all observations from a single par- In a clinical setting, the predictive power of classification becomes especially relevant for assessing 313 responses from previously unseen patients. To explore the feasibility of this scenario, we next 314 iteratively trained the classifier on data from all but one participant and then tested on the data 315 from that holdout participant. As participant-specific attributes of the test data cannot be taken 316 into account during training, this is a more challenging task. However, it also more closely resembles correctly assigned stimulus category labels. This analysis approach thus more closely emulates the 396 process of sound identification that humans perform repeatedly across the lifespan.
397
Our results suggest that overall classifier performance is heavily driven by accurate labeling of 398 responses to musical instrument and di stimuli. For these stimuli, time-domain classwise accuracy 399 ranged from 74% for di to 91% for tuba ( Figure 2A) . In contrast, responses to ba and da phonemes 400 classified at 55.4% and 50.8%, respectively. While these accuracies exceed the six-class chance 401 level of 16.7%, they are notably lower, and the majority of misclassifications occur between the 402 two categories. One plausible explanation is that the di↵erence in classifier accuracy for these 403 FFRs reflects how robustly the acoustic characteristics of the signal are represented in the neural 404 response. For example, da and di di↵er in the vowel portion of the CV phoneme, while ba and
